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9 INCH HIGH RESOLUTION TFT LCD MONITOR



WELCOME

Thank you for the purchase of this monitor.Before operating the unit,please read this

manual thoroughly and retain it for future reference.

Precautions

To prevent short-circuiting of the electrical system and cause serious damage to the

unit or the vehicle, you are advised to follow the instructions carefully.

Should there be requirement to replace blown fuse,do remember to disconnect all

power supply and switched off the unit before replacing it with a new one.Use only

correct rating fuse to avoid damage the unit.

During operation,if there is symptom of over-heating or system mal-function,do switch

 off the unit and consult your dealer immediately.Please do not attempt to open up the

unit since there is no serviceable parts inside.

To avoid damaging the LCD panel and cause serious injury to you or others,please 

observe the followings:

Do not drop the LCD display panel of subject it to direct impact.

Should the LCD panel is broken,do avoid all human contact to the broken glasses or 

Fluid leaked out from the enclosure.If come into contact ,do flush and clean affected

areas with plenty of water.Seek medical attention immediately.

This unit is designed using high quality electronic components and manufactured

under stringent quality control system.The system unit will provide many hours of

quality performance if use correctly.Do follow the maintenance procedure below:

The battery life of the remote control unit is about six months long.To ensure effective

control,please replace the batteries regularly.Do not use new and used batteries at the

same time to avoid damaging the good battery.

Do not use any chemical solvent,cleaning agent or corrosive detergent to clean away

dirt on the surface of the screen.By doing so,you may cause irreversible damage to the

 surface of the TFT screen.To clean off dirt or finger prints,we recommend the use of a

soft damp lens cleaning cloth.



PRODUCT FEATURE

High resolution full color TFT

Brand new LCD panel

Easy installation,compact size

provides VCR/VCD/DVD/Game player signal input

Two video inputs

With remote control

on screen display menu

Auto power off if no signal for 10 minutes

Low voltage autoalarm
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HD TFT LCD MONITOR PLVWR900

1.neon light power on/off

2.power indicator

3.open/close the monitor

4.negative adjustment

5.menu activate

6.positive adjustment

7.monitor power on/off

8.reset
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A.The image will be shown 4 to 5 seconds later

    after press (7).

B.Press (1) for over 4 seconds to turn the neon off.

C.Reset to the factory default value by (8).

Note:Although the effective pixels for the liquid crystal is given as 99.98% or more,

0.02% of pixels may not light or may light incorrectly.It is a very common phenomenon

in active matrix display technology,do not indicate fault or broken of the unit.



REMOTE CONTROL
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AV1/2

1.power on/off

2.V1/V2 switch

3.brightness -

4.brightness +

5.color -

7.color +

7.contrast -

8.contrast +

SPECIFICATION

Screen size                                      9 inch(diagonal)

Display method                               TFT active matrix system

Back light                                         Cold cathode fluorescent lamp

System                                             PAL & NTSC

Aspect ratio                                     16:9

Power source                                   DC 12V

Resolution                                        1024x532

Power consumption                        10W

Max video input                               1.0Vp-p

Input impedance                              75 Ohm

Dimension                                        24.2x15.7x3.2cm

WIRING

RED: DC 12V

BLACK:GND

YELLOW:V1 INPUT

WHITE: V2 INPUT



Pyle ,Inc
1600 63rd Street
Brooklyn,NY 11204
www.pyleaudio.com
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